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As our society deteriorates and militant feminists become more and more powerful and well funded, we see a dramatic increase in the use of false allegations of domestic abuse to gain an advantage in contested divorce and child custody cases.

Your local women’s center depends on the filings of domestic abuse cases to justify their funding to the public and government agencies. The more women who go through women centers who allege they were battered, the more monetary support the centers will receive. Permanent paid staffs are now on the payroll with a vested interest in generating complaints of domestic abuse. These people are often seen on television misrepresenting the true facts about who are the real abusers. Huge government subsidies have created a bureaucracy employing many feminists. One local women’s center boasts a $750,000 a year budget, mostly from government grants and mostly paid out to a staff dedicated to punishing men just because they are men. The presence of vulnerable women at the centers often attracts eager lesbian volunteers. Now thanks to the Domestic Violence against women (not men) Act, your tax dollars pay salaries for full time employees at your local courthouse whose only function is to help “victims”(if they are women). Local prosecutors aggressively prosecute men solely on the word of a woman while refusing to prosecute women out of fear of the militant feminist voting bloc. Police mandatory arrest policies that require police to arrest someone anytime they go out on a domestic dispute call always result in the man being arrested, regardless of who instigated the violence. This is despite a special report issued by the U. S. Department of Justice in 1994, whose findings showed a third of family murders involved a female as the killer. In spousal murders, women represented 41 percent of the killers and in murders of offspring, the figure rose to 55 percent. In situations involving children, the ratio of sons over daughters killed stood at 64 percent to 36. These statistics tell us we should be taking a hard look at the sexist nature of the way domestic violence is depicted.

Christine Hoff Sommers, in her book entitled “Who Stole Feminism?” 1994, cites statistics claiming that of all women who have been involved in cases of domestic violence, between one third and one half are repeat offenders.

Another study by University of New Hampshire researcher Murray Straus, "Behind Closed Doors: Violence in the American Family," states that one out of 26 American Wives-more than 1.8 million a year-get beaten by their husbands each year, but that number runs even higher in cases of husband-beating.

Women centers help propagate misleading myths that all abusers are male, help women prepare fill in the blank Court documents, and often encourage women to exaggerate claims of abuse to ensure they can obtain a protective order against a husband. Most of these claims are presented to Judges as an emergency situation so that the husband has no notice so he can be in court to defend himself against the false allegations. Without any hearing or any objective proof of danger to the woman, the man is deprived of his home, his property and access to his children!

The militant feminists have even succeeded in having laws passed that allow police to confiscate property (guns) from husbands with a protective order against them, even when the husband had no hearing before the protective order was issued. Clearly the taking of property
from a person without him having any hearing is unconstitutional but seems not to worry weak willed state legislators who are intimidated by militant feminists.

Now, with the blessings of the Clinton Administration, Block Grant Funds (Responsible Fatherhood Project DHHS and The Domestic Violence Against Women Act), were block granted to women centers to encourage filing of **criminal** battery cases against husbands. Now, States Attorney’s file criminal battery charges based *solely* on the word of a woman, even without *any* evidence of physical harm. At the same time the husband is hit with the cruel protective order that deprives him of access to his children or property granted by a judge without a hearing. The legal system is aiding women in mentally abusing their children through denial of relationships with their fathers. Children cry out in loneliness caused by malicious and misguided individuals.

The ante has been upped. Now, husbands wishing to fight for custody face false, cruel and criminal claims, greatly increasing the husbands legal expenses and reducing the funds available to fight for custody.

Often the husband is forced to plead guilty to a lesser charge to avoid spending all of his funds on a criminal defense. Of course, throughout this, the woman incurs *no* legal expense to obtain her protective order and the husband's own tax dollars are paying the salary of the States Attorney prosecuting his wife’s false claims!

**The remainder of this book including tactics successfully used to defeat bogus orders of protection will soon be available on the fathers-rights.com website or may be ordered now at 618 529 4360.**
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